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GRAVITIZATION 
OF EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY AND ULTRAVIOLET STABILITY  



the Standard Model 
fully confirmed  

by experiments 

quantum field theory  

of the Electromagnetic, Weak 

and Strong interactions.  

does not 

include 

gravity  



the SM continues to hold at  high energies 



inconsistent due to failure of 

the wave-particle duality 

carry the SM into classical 

curved spacetime 

makes sense only as 

effective theory 

incorporating gravity into the SM 



SM  

(flat ST)  

“curved” 

matter loops 

incorporating gravity into the SM 

SM  

(curved ST)  

the SM effective 

action in curved ST   

“flat”  

matter loops 

the SM effective 

action in flat ST   

the SM 

effective 

action in 

curved ST   

usual way 

alternative way 

classical gravity 

near the Planck scale ! 

“gravitization”   

(of flat ST effective field theory) 



the UV scale of the SM  

“inertial scales” pertaining to inertia of 

particles. the Fermi scale is an inertial 

scale deriving from the W boson mass.  

   ? ? ? 

? ? ? ? 

? ? ? ? 

? ? ? ? 

? ? ? ? 

there are two distinct scales in Nature: 

“non-inertial scales”  pertaining to 

gravity. the Planck scale is a non-inertial 

scale relating stress-energy to curvature.  
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. 
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inertial scales. 

no relation to 

ST geometry     

  
non-inertial scale. 

formation of  the 

curved ST geometry     

physics 

behind 

curved ST 

  



the SM effective action in flat ST 

the SM effective action at    

“classical” action with 

quantum-corrected 

couplings and masses 

UV cutoff in flat ST 

which will induce  

         eventually   

“harmony” with 

classical geometry  
   ? ? ? 

? ? ? ? 

? ? ? ? 

? ? ? ? 

? ? ? ? 

integrate-out quantum 

field fluctuations ranging 

in frequency from        to  



the SM effective action in flat ST 

    tree-level SM action  

+ log quantum corrections   

+ higher-dim                corr.      

power-law 

UV-sensitive 

“natural” due 

to rather weak 

UV-sensitivity  



the SM effective action in flat ST 

quartically  

UV-sensitive 

vacuum energy  
quadratically  

UV-sensitive Higgs 

mass-squared 

“unnatural” 

“unnatural” 



the SM effective action in flat ST 

quadratically  

UV-sensitive 

gauge boson 

mass-squareds: 

“unnatural” 

all gauge symmetries 

are explicitly broken 



incalculable 

unknown  

coefficients 

adding curvature as usual 



adding curvature by gauge invariance 



gauge symmetries are  

restored at the UV! a way is revealed for 

incorporating 

gravity  into the SM 

is eradicated ! 

adding curvature by gauge invariance 



the SM in curved spacetime must involve: 

the SM effective action in curved ST 



the Einstein-Hilbert term 

(no power-law UV 

contributions to the 

cosmological constant !) 

Higgs-curvature coupling 

(no quadratic UV  

contributions to the  

Higgs boson mass !) 

the SM Higgs sector is naturalized 

 (gauge hierarchy problem disappears!) 

the SM effective action in curved ST 

CC is reduced to the 

neutrino mass scale ! 



There is a crucial problem: 

need to New Physics 

the SM spectrum alone leads to 

“repulsive” gravity! 

an NP is needed to make 

gravity “attractive” 

the NP does not have to 

interact with the SM ! 



gravity attracts if: 

                                    

provided that 

the NP particle spectrum 

    ? ? 

? ? ?? 

? ? ? ? 

? ? ? ? 

? ? ? ? 

? ? ? ? 

NP 



coupling between the NP and the SM  

in gravitizaton, the NP and the SM  

do not have to interact 

interacting  

the NP can have only  

gravitational effects  

the Dark Matter  

and Dark Energy  
   various collider (new particles 

at the LHC) and astrophysical 

(dark matter) signatures  

the NP can be SM-charged to 

cause strong and electroweak 

effects (e.g. 2HDM, GUTs, LR)  

non-interacting 

the NP can be SM-singlet to 

couple through  the Higgs, 

hypercharge and lepton portals 



impact of interacting NP:  the log-naturalness problem 



The UV-natural setup is: 

natural setup 

possible to reinterpret in Dimensional 

Regularization  after the identification 

 

  

in a momentum space of dimension                          

                   and  volume                

can cause the log-naturalness  

problem unless                  



a rough model of the NP  



inflation 

An SU(2) gauge field in the NP leads to successful inflation: 

 a matter of  Sheikh-Jabbari & Maleknejad, 2011 



the Dark Matter 

the SM and the NP do not have to interact for gravitization to work. 

non-interacting DM (ebony matter) respects UV-naturalness, agrees 

with null WIMP searches, and stands therefore as nominal prediction 

of gravitization. This setup can vary according interacting DM schemes.  

Peebles & Vilenkin, 1999 

PANDAX, 2016 



contrasting with extra dimensions and supersymmetry 



 unnatural 

 broken gauge 

symmetry 

 no gravity 

 no dark matter 

 natural  

 exact gauge 

symmetry   

 gravity 

 dark matter 

 inflaton 

 n-size CC 

 TeV New Phys. 

SM 

SM + NP 

summary/conclusion 



see also:     

https://arxiv.org/abs/1510.05570


the talk is based on:     

https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.00377

